Focus Attendance Board
The Focus Attendance Board (FAB) is designed to provide an accurate representation of current employees
IN/OUT status. The FAB can provide an up-to-date list of who is in the building and which shift they are
working, whilst monitoring shifts falling below expected levels. It can provide information on who arrived
late/left early and why the employee may be absent, for example a holiday or doctors appointment. On
larger sites the FAB can also show which department the employee last clocked.

Traffic Light Visual
The traffic light system is designed to notify
you which departments/shifts are failing to
meet the requied attendance levels. The “Red,
Amber, Green” colour codes will show where
areas are working well and ones that are falling
short, this can be configured to a certain
percentage. The system will then calculate
how many employees are in that
location/group currently and provide a colour
coded score.

Call (Free): 0800 694 0842
This can then be managed, allowing you to allocate employee resource accordingly. At first glance you can
see which areas are doing well and which ones’s need re-evaluation, to improve productivity and avoid lost
or wasted time.
Whether your shift rotation is simple or complex, the FAB refreshes regularly to display shifts in progress,
those recently started and those about to start, giving you a rolling, real-time view of attendance, 24 hours
a day.
The FAB has the ability to show a total of 14
different pieces of information for one
individual employee. You can even set up and
filter different displays for each site, dept. or
cost centre. It is highly flexible and capable of
relaying information in a variety of ways:
Ÿ Public monitor
Ÿ Receptionists desktop for visitor enquiries
Ÿ Team leaders laptop
Ÿ Managers PC
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